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SATs folders 
 
Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
Firstly, I’d like to thank each of you that attended both the Maths Workshops and this week’s SATs 
information workshop.  Your support of us as a school, and your interest in your child’s education at 
Muswell Hill, is an invaluable asset to us, and one for which I am very grateful. 
 
As the children begin their (well earned) half term week, you’ll have noticed they have brought 
home their SATs folders, where they have filed the practise papers we have been doing in class.  This 
will give you some idea as to how they are faring, and more importantly, where they still have gaps 
in their confidence or understanding. 
 
We’re working rigourously to help fill those gaps but any additional help you can offer at home 
would be warmly encouraged, as those one-to-one discussions the children have with parents, older 
siblings, other relations etc...around any areas they are less confident in, can make a massive 
difference. 
 
With that in mind, I thought I’d give a reminder of some of the points that were discussed in both 
workshops: 

1. Go through some of the papers with your child.  Look at the areas where they made a 
mistake and focus on this one area, rather than download whole papers, and try and tackle 
everything. 

2. Use the resource on the school website to help address their concerns or misconceptions. 

 
Download any of the areas that you’ve discussed with the kids and help them work through 
the examples, using the videos if necessary to help clarify. 

 
As a guideline, we’re asking the children to have a target number in mind for the arithmetic test and 
for each reasoning test, and these are as follows: 
 
Arithmetic – aiming for at least 30 out of 40 marks 
Reasoning – aiming for at least 15 out of 35 
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If each child achieved exactly those marks then they would have achieved the combined 60 out of 
110 marks to have passed last year’s SATs.  So you can see that your help in moving your child 
towards and above those thresholds can really have a significant impact. 
 
Thanks again for all your support. 
 
The Year 6 Team 
 
David Howes – Assistant Headteacher Years 5 and 6 
Ritu Ganguly-Khan – Amethyst Class teacher 
Rhiannon Mahoney Rees – Violet Class teacher 
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